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Preface
The work deseril_ed in this report was T)erformed by the Engineerin_ .Mec'hanic's
l)ivision of the Jet propulsion Laboratory.
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Abstract
In this report the concept of fr_quem'y transfc,r function is used for th,_'analysis
of space vehicle structures. The method of d(,tt, rmining the dynamic rcsl'_O:lSeof a
structural system from the subsystems' characteristics is given a revie',v and is
explored for applications to space vehicle systems. The basic problem is consid-
ered to be that of joining together and determining the dynamic response of a
number of subsystems that may l_e excited by deterministic and/or stationary
random multiple inputs. The subsy:dems may represent, for instance, .'t launch
vehicle, a spacecraft, an entry capsnle, and a lander system; or they may represent
a structure under test and a system of shakers that substantially influence the
experimental results during dynamic testing, the effects of which are to be elim-
inated so that the true transfer functions can be obtained. The specific ohjectives
of this paper are to present a unifying and general picture of the transfer-function
technique and to illustrate with a number of examples its pJ'actical u¢ility in actual
life situations as they have hcen encountered at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL).
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Analysis of Space Vehicle StructuresUsing
the Transfer-FunctionConcept
I. Introduction be combined with different new subsystems, as e.g., in
the Apollo, Surveyor, and Mariner space programs.During recent years, analysts have directed their atten-
tion to the design, analysis, and evaluation of the general
dynamical and vibrational behavior of space vehicle sys- This then requires a method by which knowledge of
terns with ever-increasing complexity. In these endeavors, the computed or measured transfer functions of the com-
the characterization of the dynamic properties of linear ponent parts of the system allows the prediction of the
systems by the frequency-dependent ratios between in- vibrational response of the whole system (Refs. 1, 2).
puts and outputs, i.e., transfer functions, has become a Methods of analyzing dynamic systems based on sub-
well-established concept and its application has proved system characteristics have been advocated in one form
of great value, particularly in connection with work re- or another by a number of authors (Refs. 3-9), and a
lated to subsystem coupling techniques in which experi- digital computer program has been developed (Ref. 10)
mental and flight measurement data have to be utilized, and successfully applied (Ref. 11). For a purely analytical
_' analysis using a modal approach, the developments by
While it is desirable to consider the complete system Hurty (Ref. 6) and Bamford (Ref. 10) are in most cases
at once, a direct dynamic analysis of large space vehicle suitable for the analysis of the coupied system. However,
systems may not be practicable, even with the most if subsystem characteristics are determined experimen-
powerful computer presently available. Similarly, it is tally, it is convenient to use the concept of transfer func-
frequently not feasible to conduct dynamic tests of com- tion for the response analysis of the coupled system.
plete space vehicle systems because of their size, or
because different parts of these systems are fabricated In this paper the definition of transfer function is taken
and assembled at different geographkal locations. A in its broadest sense as: the steady-state response at one
method of first dividing the system into suitable subsys- point due to a unit amplitude sinusoidal input at
terns and then determining the system r_sponse from the another point. Thus, the various concepts of mobility,
subsystem characteristics, such as transfer functions, impedan,e, receptance, and the like are included in this
therefore has definite advantages, particularly when some definitiol: but, once a particular choice has been made,
subsystems already have flight qualification and are to consistency is required, of course.
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Ih Theory of SubsystemCoupling For practical reasons, because in most cases deform-
•'d)h' rather than rigid c.onneetions are required between
A. SystemRepresentation thc sul)systt, m's coupling points, it is assumed that the
A system is consider('d composed of N arbitrarily inter- intereonnections consist of discrete, massless coupling
connected subsystems, illustrated in Fig. 1. The ira- milts (Ref. 1). These coupling units arc characterized by
pressed ext.itatit)ns are the Fourier transforms of their tl.qr assumed or measured complian_'s K,,, (,,0, which
respective tim(. histories {p(t)}, i.e., the excitation vector are, ii_ general, frequency-dependent, complex functions.
{P(,.)} of the tmtire system in the frequency domain,
given 13y In Fig. 1, boundary conditions are not explicitly indi-
cated, but are implied. For instance, a space vehicle in
{P(,,,)} = {p(t)} e _,,,tdt (1) flight has no external restraints, and the system can be
. ... represented as shown in Fig. l. Ih)wever, a similar repre-
sentation can also 1)c used when, for instance, prelauneh
Similar remarks apply to the frequent!y response w,ctor conditions are considered, where the space vehicle is on
the, I;umeh pad, and at least .he of the subsystems is{X(,,)}, from which the co|'responding time rt,sponse
vector {x(t)} is obtained I)y the Fourier inversion restrained to the lam}eh pad. In/his ('as(,, t]w launch pad
becomes on(' of the s||bsystems appropriately intercon-
nected with the space w_hicle suhsystems.
{x(t)}=_-_-_/..i:{X(,.)}e_"'d_, (2) Another case of considcr:d,le importance exists when
one of the subsystems is a linear feedback control system.
Itence, all quantities introduced in r'ig. 1 are, iu general, In tlHs case the appropriate outputs are fed back as in-
steady-state complex numbers at frequency ,,,. puts in Fig. 1 to form the required control loops.
A A A p c c c • p,v
t
,4 C N
,4 i..iP.Xi A B C N NIx Ix "I_XI B Ix4_'l_Xi C I x =_'X I
A 2x B 2x 2x ,_-I_X 2x _P'X_• C • N •
• • • •
fl x D x
-- eeee nA If 2c 3ceeen c_ Ic 2c _ceeenc_ c__3c__•eel'/_.
%
Fig. 1. Representationof syltem consistingof N coupled systems
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vB. ComponentTransfer Functions /
Thv umnlmncnt tran_h,rInnc'tions_r' (''')between the 1 EXCITATIONtypieal p(fi,ts i and i in _.b_y_tcm ] can be .',.tm'mim,d F
analytiually or experiment;dly. Beuause ()_ the ever- J./
prusent &,mpin_, there exists a plntse lag between lh(' JI/" _--3
•'mq)litudes .f cxcilati., and response. The transfer funu- COMPONENT l
tions, tln,r(,l'ore, appear in general a_ uomp]ex m,mlwrs, [ UNDERTESTI
where both the real _md imaginary parl, or equivalently, I I
RESPONSE FREQUENCY
t'reqn('n('y ,,,. (ORREACTIO
Amd!llir,ll!l. a modal analysis _ivcs the normal m.de_ [ ANALOG ]
V_, n,pr_,senting fin, rrspml_c of the k '_' mode al 1mini i. / PROCESSING I
the modal frcqm,neie_ ,.;,, and the _cm,,'alixcd masses m;,. [ SYSTE'M A
For cxmnph,, the displauument transfer funuti.n m' r(,ccp- MODULU P
tahoe is lhcn. assnmin_ _Ina]] m" prop.rtiona] damping,
":,(,,,I= ,,,, [ (,,,_- ,,,"t+ i2p,,,,,,,] (3) ANALOG
TAPE LOTTING
J
where/%, is an a,,sumed()r m(,asm'ed (in _('ner d. fr(,(iuency-
depen(h..t',daml;ingf_:vtor,l:orthe rigidImdv modes,
i.e., rigid tr:ms]atmn and rotation, the corresponding ANALOG/DIGITAL
eigenfre(l.mncies in F,q. (3) are zero. Oth(,r types of tran,';- CONVERTER
fer functions can l)(' derived from Eq. (3). For instance.
velocity and aec('leration transfer functions are obtained
by multip!ying through hy (i,,,) and (-,)'-'), respectively.
DIGITAL
TAPE
Experimentally, as diagrammed in Fig. 2, the transfer
functions are determined by exciting tlm structure with
a shaker producing an input force that closely approxi- TODIGITALCOMPUTER
mates a sine wave, the frequency of which is slowly Fig. 2. C.xperimentaldetermination of transfer functions
wlried (sine sweep), and monitoring the output response.
After proper filtering through an analog processing sys-
tem to extract the fundamental components of the sig- advantage of the subsystem's symmetry axes o; :ymmetry
hats, the modulus of the output/input ratio and the phase planes, where the supports can be arranged so that they
angle between input and output are recorded in terms of have no influence on the response of interest during the
the frequency and sul)sequently digitized, test. A more general approach is to support the subsys-
tem during the test elastically at the test points and
In analytical determinations of component transfer simultaneously measure, for each support excitation at a
functions, the appropriate boundary conditions are im- point, all the support forces and support displacements,
posed during the modal analysis as required by the as illustrated in Fig. 3. As discussed below, the effects of
assumed model, ltowever, in experimental work it is this experimental equipment can then be extracted by
often expedient and applicable with general validity to digital means, thus giving the transfer functions of the
determine the transfer functicns for the free, unrestrained unrestrained system.
subsystems. This e",n be accomplished through several C. The SystemMatrix
techniques. For instance, the "soft spring" technique,
where the rigid body soft-spring frequencies are far After the analytically and/or experimentally deter-
below the fundamental distortion frequency, is often mined component transfer functions are available, it is
applicable. On the other hand, it is often possible to take the objective to express the response vector {X(,,)} of the
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__ [---TRANSDUCERAND history using Eq. (2), thus giving the time response vec-
_/ FORCEGAGE Cur {x(/)} fi)rlhecoi,pledsystem, Ontheotherhand, if
the system is subjected to stationary ran(lore excita-
]l_l_.q[/ \
[ TYPICAL.STRUCTURALSYSTEM _ pN _."-'_ lions, the (,xcit;dion cross-correlation functions _u,,,tr}
._- N _tll(1 tilt, ex('itation cross-power spectral densities ,,_,,,v,v
\ /'*P* TYPICAL / INDUCED'_ })ctwecn point _ in subsystem L and point m in sul)sys-
._ RESPONSE _ / VOL/AGE \
/"P_ --_-__ '__°e _ t(.m .U are el)rained (Ref. 1) in the following form,
"- -_ respectively:
C
R _''_(r) = lira 1 f"-' _.... u
_-l_k TYPICAL _,,, ;-{ / Ih (t)p,, (t + r) dt (7)
___ SUPPORT T_. , _ .'
FORCE
B and
Fig. 3. Multiple shaker exe;_ationof structural systemwith
j, ._.
simultaneous measurement of all support forces and re- n_'/ ....rdr (8)ponsesfor induced excitati n t one or several supports ,,_,,,
• _ ,JKcoupled system ill terms of the ex¢'itation vector {P(,,,)} q'he respond(, cross-power spectral densities S)_,(,,,) be-
as follows: tween point j in subsystem ] and point k in subsystem K
are then obtained from Eqs. (5) and (8) as{x(,,,)} = IlI(,,,)I {P(,,,)} (4)
The system matrix of transfer functions. IIl(,,,)], is ob- _, ""_, x _, .
rained from (Refs. 1, 2) S;_;v,v z.-_z..._z.-_ tI_ (o,)tI_,,,, (,,))S_,,,(,,,)
_1 .m t I,=A .ll_.t
O)I- -I (5)
L .J
In Eq. (9), the right-hand terms are: the complex con-
where jugate of the system transfer function between point i in
component system ] and point _ in component system L;
[ - ' 1' the system transfer funetion between point k in compo-[A] = ['K.] - [C] [_] [C] (6) nent system K and point m in component system M; the
excitation cross-power spectral density between point £
In Eqs. (5) and (6), [ c3)1, [*_l, [_1, and [_] are ma- in component system L and point rn in component sys-
trices of the subsystem transfer functions, involving, tern M. It is clear that tile response-oower spectral den-
respectively, response and excitation points, response and sity at point J in component syst"n, ] is obtained from
coupling points, only coupling points, and coupling Eq. (9) by setting K = ] and k -- i.
and excitation points. The coupling (compatibility) matrix
[C] is a real rectangular matrix having only two nonzero
elements in each row, (-1) and (+1), and _'K.] is the III. Problems of Implementation
diagonal constrained matrix, whieh includes the coupling
units K,,,,. A. ReceptanceCoupling Program
The receptance coupling program (RECEP) (Ref. 12)
was based originally on the concept of receptances; how-D. Deterministic and Random Excitations
ever, it can also be applied using general transfer tune-
If the excitation time histories in the vector {p(t)} are Lions as long as consistency is preserved. The program is
deterministic, the responses will also be deterministic, divided into four basic operations, as shown in the flow
and each element of the frequency response vector diagram in Fig. 4: (1)computation of the matrix [A] of
{X(,,,)} can be transformed into the corresponding time Eq. (6); (2) computation of the system matrix [H]
T
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EXPERIMENTAL ] [ ANALYT CAL--I of the hu'ge amount of input data that has to he usually
CONFIGURATION ] CONFIGURATION I handled, an automatic transfer of the subsystem transfer-
OF SUBSYSTEMS OF SUBSYSTEMS.[ function datais provided for in RECEP.
| RECEPTANCE | B. Component Re|anance
L____ ATA......__1
L__E_r_IIi ili_ 1 _EC_N_. I h't prattle(', computational difficulties may arise at a
.... MO-D_--- number of frequencies that are resonance frequencies for
one or more of the uncoupled subsystems. Close to or at
_ these frequencies, certain transfer functions, e.g., recep-
ER_iiRp I ('()In(, very largo as compared to those of sill)systems notat rt,sonance. Since in gen(,ra] the subsystem resonance
-__ frequencies do not coincide with those of the cot.riled
-_ ......... system, the transfer functions of the former will also be
COUPLED ].i_COMPUTATIONOF ] hlrge eo,nl)ared to th(, 1;,tter. Thns, it is often necessaryCONF_GURA1ION [,_] tO compute "normal size" transfer fmlctions (reflecting no
resonance) by taking differences between very largeterms that reflect suhsystcm resonance. Near such reso-
L _ ___[]f_._..__..._]COMPUTAITION---0.F] nance frequencies of some subsystems, the transfer-hmction terms in Eq. (5) will be large. To improve the
accuracy of the computation, let 0(2_), where 0(x) > > 1,
DETERMINISTIC STATIONARY stand for these terms, and 0(1) for the nonresonanee
EXCITATION RANDOM transfer functions; it is then shown (Ref. 13) that the
{#(r)} EXCITATION{p(r)} 0(X) parts of each matrix in Eq. (5) are parallel in
the sense of parallel vectors in multidimensional space.
_ By a new formulation of the problem, the large parallel
COMPUTATION COMPUTATION parts are removed from the matrices of Eq. (5), whichOF OF
{P(_)} ] [/?(r)] gives an enti ely equivalent transfer-func ion matrix for-
/ mulation with greatly improved computational accuracy
__ T near a subsystem resonance. This improvement is ineor-
COMPUTATION 1_ COMPUTATION porated in the RECEP program.OF OF
_r _ C. Effectsaf Measurement Instrumentatlan
COMPUTATION __1 COMPUTATION When the transfer functions of a structural system are
OF OF
{x(r)} [ [*s(,,,)] measured, there a e ne essarily moving parts such as
transducers, force gages, etc., attached at the test points
Fig. 4. Functional flow diagram of the receptance (Fig. 3). If the number of moving parts and/or theft mass
coupling program is large enough, the measured results are often consid-
erably distorted from their true values. It has been shown
(Ref. 2) that with the application of the transfer-function
of Eq. (5); (3) computation of the deterministic time re- coupling technique, the corrected transfer functions can
sponse {x(t)); or (4) computation of the spectral densities be computed from the measured transfer functions, from
[*S] due to random excitations, the measured supporting forces as mentioned in See-
tion II-B, and from knowledge of the equipment transfer
In the present design of RECEP, up to 70 coupling functions. The matrix of the corrected transfer functions
joints can be handled. The maximum number of excita- is given by the following expression: (Ref. 2)
tion points in the entire system may be up to 120 and
may be distributed unevenly among the subsystems so J J ]]'that no subsystem has more than 80 excitation points. A [_] : [D] _ - K -a _ [P] - [D] (10)similar statement holds for the response points. Because
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where the measured displacements and forces are, The second superscript, e.g., N, indicates that the data
respectively, were obtained while shaker N was excited, By exciting
all shakers, one at a time, the columns of the matrices in
Eq, (11) are determined. In Eq. (10) the _ are the known
ID'I'"' DI'I IPI_""' P'V i eoupling-pointtransferfunetionsoftheshakersandthe_
are the known cross-transfer functions between the eou-
[DI = , IPI = piing and force points of the shakers, The K are coupling
units (compliances) that play the same role as those dis-
Dr., . . V_ pv._ . . , p_ cussed in Section II-A, Equation (10) is incorporated as
(11) a sul_routine in the RECEP program (Fig, 4),
A simple example (Ref, 2) for the application of
Eq, (10) is a free-free beam with two shaker mountings
_, 5_o6 ,_ _ as shown in Fig. 5, The measured and the corrected
I acceleration-transfer-function amplitudes between
9ali_:,,_ 2_95 ,_ _ _.__O,n • points 1 and 2 in Fig. 5 are presented for comparison in
I _ Figs, 6 and 7. For linear systems the corrected 0_..,and 0.,_
#D/___ACCELEROMETE R ..... . _o ! _/4 in should be equal, A comparison of these two indepen-
-c _" - _'_tt [ li dently measured anti computed transfer functions is
[ .... [ ".iii.i..i_-i ..... __/_ ___.I_TI';__/'17_7.___1[i__i] . given in Fig. 8. While the frequencies of the peak re-02 b'_ Ip A -[ 02 Ib'_ -lob | I _
L_._ _ .a_'btL--.... 2 in-_ _ sponses agree quite well, there are unfortunately many
FORCE Si_M [-_"--_ORCE0AGE discrepancies in the amplitudes and frequencies at the
_[ __ G GE ALONE) _-___ point of antiresonance between 25 and 35 Hz. These are
-_::--_- _ _-_- attributed partially to the simplifying assumptions for the
'--SHAKER '--SHAKEn calculations and partially to insufficiently developed
measurement techniques.
BEAM MATERIAL PLEXIGLASS
Fig. 5. Free-free beam and shaker configuration for
transfer function measurement
20 I _ I I I0
h
20 ....... _ _ • T -1........ _'O '0 CORRECTED-_.. _ j . A
CORRECTED - i
m MEASURED - _ _
0 n,-"
O I LtJ" LL -IO \ O
,_, _ \ LL
._ O 0 z- O
z -IO
_o z _ -_c _ _.. ,_ /,.!! 0.,
/_/"' /t"_'/ , o ,., _- ', /,';l "'
-- - --'" " _ / ,'1! "Y
i-;_0 _ I' , //" O'l L_JLU _ -_,O' _(_
"-- ..... " ', ii1"




-40 I I t I _ 0.01 -50 I I I i I
_0 go 40 so mo so( _0 _0 40 so _00 zoo
FREQUENCY, Hz FREQUENCY, Hz
Fig. 6, Comparisonof measured and corrected Fig. 7. Comparisonof measured and corrected
transfer function 8,_ transfer function _,,,
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2oii T olhiiurioi ninvers_, prol)lem, where the response :("_(t) of a structure_o (Atlas/Agcna/l_an_er) is known and the forcing function_- pi(t) that ciluses this response is the u,known. Further,_ heea||se the response and the forcing fimction are at dit:-i o _ -_1 d ferent locations /aud i, it can he shown (Ref, 15) that0,2J o the time dom,'dn approach to thi,. prohlem can lead to_. u_oz -_o z an unstable system of equations. This il,stabilitv was_ actually found for the example Atlas Agent ve-,,,a_ hicle. On the other hand, the frequency domain approach_J,, avoids this instability since the homogeneous solutions of
i -20 ,0.1
O
062 ._ the equations are removed, dealing exelusively with the
-3o complementary solution (Ref. 15).
-4O_o zo' 4o_ 60 ' ,oo zoo°°' Calling X'"(,,,)j and P,(,,,) tlw Fourier transforms of
FREQUENCY, Hz Yt/'(t) and p,(t), .'rod O(_i'(,,,) the transfer function between
the Atlas engine and the base of the spaee('raft (Rcf. 15),Fig. 8. Comparisonof the corrected(computed)
transfer functions 0_,_,and 0.._ one has according to Eq. (4).
X'_'(,a = 0 "_,_ P_(,,,) (12)ii k' }
IV. Practical Applications
where the transfer function,
A. Surveyor, Mariner, and Orbiting Geophysical Observa-
tory (OGO) Response Prediction From Ranger Flight
o.t.
The frequency transfer function approach for struc- O(_'_(°')= _ (13)
rural problems has also been used at JPL for load pre- mk 1 - -- - i2 ilk-\ (0 / O)
diction of certain types. For example, this approach was
used to predict the torsional load for the Surveyor,
differs from Eq. (3) by a factor of -,,,_ to shift from theMariner 67, and OGO spacecraft at booster engine cut-
off, making use of the flight data obtained during the force displacement transfer function to the force accel-
Ranger spacecraft series. After close investigation, the fre- eration transfer fimetion.
quency domain approach appeared to be the only satis-
factory solution to the problem (Refs. 14, 15). Equation (12) is then rewritten, since contrary to the
classical problem the response XOl(o,) is known and
In the examples shown in Fig. 9, the problem was the the forcing function Pi(,,,) is the unknown:
following. A strong torsional acceleration _j')(t) of a
transient nature was observed at the base of the space- X(,_(_o)
• j
craft during the boosted flight of the Ranger series, and P.(,,) - (14)
it was postulated with a reasonable degree of confidence o(i_/(o,)
that this torsional acceleration was due to a spurious
transient torque p_(t) developed by the Atlas engine at Therefore, from a sys em view point one has the situation
booster engine cutoff event (BECO). Since the Surveyor, shown in Fig. 10. Turning now to the new structure,
Mariner, and OGO spacecraft used the same Atlas e.g., the Atlas Centaur/Surveyor, one has similarly,
booster, it was anticipated that these spacecraft would
be subjected to the same type of disturbance at BECO.
However, since the upper structures, second stage and X_'((,,) = 0(_2/(,,,)P,(,,,) (15)
spacecraft, were different, the base acceleration _(_z_(t)
was expected to be different from _'_)(t). Therefore, the where the superscript (2) indicates that all parameters
torque pi(t) at the Atlas engine had to be determined, are for the new structure (Fig. 11).
JPL TECHNICAL REPORT 32-1367 7
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Fig. 9. Surveyor torsional load analysis and torsional test
j I (i2)(w)
x _)(_)o _ e(j_)('')i ---,- op_(w) p_(,,,)o _ el_z)(,,,) , _ o x
Fig. 10. Input-output diagram for Atlas/Agena/ Fig. 11. Input-output diagram for Atlas Centaur 
Ranger vehicle Surveyor vehicle
Finally, one can completely eliminate the unknown transfer function for this particular type of problem, has
torque PJo,) and write been written (Ref. 15) and used for the Surveyor, Mariner,
0(_)(,o) and OGO spacecraft. Figures 12 through 17 show theactual time histories and Fourier transforms of the re-
- X'"(,,,) (16)
X_'-"(o,) 01,/(= ) j sponses _1'>(t) and _1'_'(t) for the Surveyor spacecraft.
Note that f = ,_/2rr in these figures.
The time history of the acceleration _(:_(t) of the new
vehicle is obtained by inverse Fourier transform as shown
by Eq. (2). B. Multiple Shaker EnvironmentSimulation
Another problem in which the frequency domain point
A digital computer r'rogram, which numerically com- of view has been found useful at JPL is that of equaliza-
putes Fourier transform, inverse Fourier transform, and tion in the multiple shaker excitation for environmental
8 JIlL TECHNICAL REPORT 32.1367
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Fig. 12. Input torsional acceleration; Ranger VIII data Fig. 14. Fourier transform of input acceleration;
phase angle
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FREQUENCY, HZ 0 IO 20 _0 4O 50 60 70 80 90 _00
Fig. 13. Fourier transform of input acceleration; modulus FREQUENCY,Hz
Fig. 15. Fouriertransform of Surveyor field joint
testing. In this problem the structure (Fig. 3) is to acceleration; modulus
be excited at n locations by N shakers (N _< 3n) in
order to reproduce given accelerations (Refs. 16, 17) voltages e,(t), e=(t),..., e_.(t) that are obtained from
a,(t), a=(t),'.', av(t)at those locations. Electrodynamic the accelerations a_(t), az(t),'.., as(t), knowing the
shakers driven by electronic power amplifiers are cur- characte]istics of the structure and the electromechanieal
rently used for this type of test to apply the necessary characteristics of the shakers (Refs. 16, 17). Assuming
forces. The unknowns of the problem are the shaker that the desired accelerations a,(t), a_(t),..., a_.(t)are !
}
'i
30 i i i 150............
,25 .....----_......... .........
20 ! ,O,O---_ ........... I-_'-----
"_ I (M
o2.212 I II(llll/I0 0 .... _ NfVV
-O.I 0 O.I 0.2 0.3
0 lO 20 30 40 50 60 ?0 BO 90 iO0
FREQUENCY, Hz TIME, s
Fig. 16. Fouriertransform of Surveyor field joint Fig. 17. PredictedSurveyor field joint acceleration
acceleration; phase angle
elcd as a collection of natural modes, the equalizer ;._
available as electrical signals, a shaping device, called constructed with operational amplifiers representiv.g an
equalizer, has to be placed in front of the power analog simulation of single degrees of freedom. The char-
amplifiers in order to produce the proper voltages aeteristies of these degrees of freedom are determined in
e,(t), eJt), • • • , e_(t) (Ref. 17). As an illustration, Fig. 18 such a way that the simulated transfer funetLons fit the
represents a block diagram for an experiment run with inverse of the measured transfer functions (Pef. 17).
two shakers for the excitation of a flexible beam at two
points P, and P.2. Only the two points P1 and P: are of
interest for the electromechanical system formed by the V. Conclusions
shaker and the beam. The transfer functions for the two Major conclusions that can be drawn as a result of
input voltages e, and e, and the responses a_ and a_ corn- these studies are that the transfer-function concept has a
pletely describe the electromechanical system. It is there- broad range of applications in the design, analysis and
fore more expedient to make experimental measurements realistic testing of space vehicle systems. The technique
of these transfer functions than to make a complete of transfer-function coupling of subsystems is particularly
experimental model surw'y and use Eq. (3) to obtain the useful in connection with experimental work in which
transfer functions. Once these transfer functions have only the subsystems are amenable to measurements, the
been measured, the problem is to assemble an equalizer, experimental equipment substantially influences the mea-
the transfer functions of which are the inverse of those sured results, and certain subsystems already have flight
just measured. Since the system under test can be rood- qualifications, e.g., boosters.
ACCELEROMETERS_ a2
-- ANALOG _AMPLIFIER ] _1Fig. 18. Analog structure test COMPUTER/
EQUAL'ZERI°2 I POWER-I
arrangement oZ _ AMPLIFIERI
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